General knowledge questions for upsc exams pdf

The UPSC conducts a Preliminary test for selecting candidates for the Mains. General Knowledge, or as it is commonly referred to as General Studies, involves questions and facts which can be included from literature, history, geography, political science, science, economy and the latest current affairs. UPSC has recently released the Civil Services
2019 Mains Exam Timetable on their official website Also Read | UPSC GK: Preparing For General Studies? Here's All You Need To Know! Exam Pattern for Preliminary Test The test comprises of 3 papers with two compulsory papers carrying 200 marks each. Every question attracts a 1/3 penalty for every wrong answer. UPSC General Knowledge
Questions - most commonly asked and important Questions 2019 Q. What was ‘Petrograd’ called before the year 1914? 1. Helsinki 2. Volgograd 3. Tallinn 4. St. Petersburg Answer: St. Petersburg Q. Who was the propaganda minister of Hitler? 1. Heinrich Himmler 2. Paul Joseph Goebbels 3. Eva Braun 4. Adolf Hitler Answer: Paul Joseph Goebbels Q.
Where is the Serengeti National Park situated? 1. Zanzibar 2. Namibia 3. Tanzania 4. Botswana Answer: Tanzania Q. When did India enter the Test cricket? 1. 1932 2. 1947 3. 1946 4. 1935 Answer: 1932 Also Read | UPSC: Notifications, UPSC Calendar 2020, Updates On Exams And News Q. Which battle established British supremacy in India 1. The
Battle of Plassey 2. The Battle of Bandiwash 3. The Battle of Saragarhi 4. The Battle of Mysore Answer: The Battle of Plassey Q. The city known as the ‘Fabled city of gold’? 1. Bristol 2. New York 3. El Dorado 4. Rio de Janeiro Answer: El Dorado Q. Which body is involved in selecting The Chairmen of public sector banks? 1. Securities and Exchange
Board of India 2. Banks Board Bureau 3. Indian Banks’ Association 4. Reserve Bank of India Answer: Banks Board Bureau Q. Which of these is not an asset of a commercial bank of India 1. Bills Discounted 2. Government Securities with One Year or Less to Maturity 3. Loans and Advances 4. Deposits Answer: Deposits *A candidate should note that
this article is just meant to equip you and help comprehend the kind of GK questions to expect in the exams. The preliminary test will cover a wide range of subjects as part of the examination. Therefore, it is advisable to go through some published resources. This article will guide you through some of the most popular books that you can use as part
of your preparation. Also Read | Best IAS Coaching In Delhi: Top 5 IAS Coaching Institutes In Delhi For UPSC Preparation Also Read | TET: Test Pattern, Syllabus, And Important Questions For 2019 As we are aware General Knowledge (GK) is a very important area in all the competitive exams held in the country. Most of the aspirants feel difficulty in
scoring good marks in it. Nowadays, a good knowledge of general awareness is very important in clearing any competitive exam. To overcome all this you should have an understanding of the things happening around you.General Knowledge (India GK)India GK covers all static insight facts about Indian states, Central Government Schemes,
Revolutions in India, Indian Culture, Indian History, Geography and its diversity and Polity more in a worthwhile manner.Some important topics related to Indian General Knowledge are given below. This section comprises all the main facts about India from the examination point of view such as:Sports GKComputer Shortcut Keys ListGeneral
Knowledge- World GKThe world GK section is all about the facts about World Organisations & Headquarters, Worldwide Festivals, Important Places in the World, World Leaders, Name of Presidents and Prime Ministers and famous personalities around the world along with Daily GK updates which are truly effective for your exam preparation. Some
of the important topics are listed below:Legislatures of the World - National AssemblyFamous Sports PersonalitiesStock exchangesFood FestivalCountries and their main IndustriesStadium In worldPopular NewspaperRichest PersonsFamous PersonalitiesWorld President and Prime MinistersCountries and their National GamesCentral banks of Various
CountriesGeneral Knowledge (Current GK)Current GK plays a major role in the general awareness section of any government exam. In banking exams, the GS section is mostly based on Current Affairs and financial awareness. If we talk about SSC and UPSC exams, around 20% of questions in GS section are asked from the Current GK. You need to
learn Current GK along with Static GK. The current GK 2022 section comprises the latest events and updates such as:On this page, we have provided topic-wise and chapter-wise general knowledge notes and questions. So, we have categorized them all and given in the section-wise. Therefore, all those candidates looking for the General Knowledge
and GK Questions here can find all the information related to General Knowledge in a single go through this page.General Knowledge ImportanceNowadays, there is a separate section for General knowledge in most of the competitive exams and interviews, which plays a major role in the final merit listing of Candidates. Candidates need to study
Current GK updates and Static GK. So that you can able to attend all GK questions in Top competitive exams like UPSC, SSC CGL, SSC CHSL, SSC MTS, LIC AAO, RBI Grade B & Assistants, NABARD Grade A & B, SBI PO & Clerk, IBPS PO & Clerk, IBPS RRB Officer Scale 1 & Assistants, CCET, CAPF and Top Companies Recruitment Drive, etc,.Static
GKIn this general knowledge, Static General Knowledge is divided into three main categories as Basic GK, India GK, World GK and those are presented with numerous Subtopic wise manners for your easy understanding. For each Subtopic, Crystal clear explanation is granted, which you can't find anywhere else. Basic GK, India GK and World GK
have already been discussed above.General Knowledge QuestionsHere are some GK questions asked in the previous year's exam. Candidates can check the types of GK questions asked in the exam from the general knowledge section.Ques 1: In which year of First World War begins?Ques 2: ICAO stands for.?Ques 3: How many Lok Sabha seats belong
to Rajasthan?Ques 4: Indira Gandhi was assassinated in.?Ques 5: In cricket, a run taken when the ball passes the batsman without touching his bat or body is called.?Ques 6: How many Lok Sabha seats does Goa have.?Ques 7: Hygrometer is used to measure.?Ques 8: Indian Institute of Petroleum is located at.?Ques 9: How many players are there on
each side in the game of Basketball.?Ques 10: Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, established in 1971, is located at.?Q 11. Entomology is a science that is related to?Ans: A. Behavior of a human being.B. InsectsC. The origin and history of technical and scientific termsD. Formation of Rocks Quiz : Important General Knowledge Questions with
Answers 01 The first Prime minister of Bangladesh was Mujibur Rehman 02 The longest river in the world is the Nile 03 The longest highway in the world is the Trans-Canada 04 The longest highway in the world has a length of About 8000 km 05 The highest mountain in the world is the Everest 06 The country that accounts for nearly one third of the
total teak production of the world is Myan mar 07 The biggest desert in the world is the Sahara desert 08 The largest coffee growing country in the world is Brazil 09 The country also known as "country of Copper" is Zambia 10 The name given to the border which separates Pakistan and Afghanistan is Durand line 11 The river Volga flows out into the
Capsian sea 12 The coldest place on the earth is Verkoyansk in Siberia 13 The country which ranks second in terms of land area is Canada 14 The largest Island in the Mediterranean sea is Sicily 15 The river Jordan flows out into the Dead sea 16 The biggest delta in the world is the Sunderbans 17 The capital city that stands on the river Danube is
Belgrade 18 The Japanese call their country as Nippon 19 The length of the English channel is 564 kilometres 20 The world's oldest known city is Damascus 21 The city which is also known as the City of Canals is Venice 22 The country in which river Wangchu flows is Myanmar 23 The biggest island of the world is Greenland 24 The city which is the
biggest centre for manufacture of automobiles in the world is Detroit, USA 25 The country which is the largest producer of manganese in the world is USA 26 The country which is the largest producer of rubber in the world is Malaysia 27 The country which is the largest producer of tin in the world is Malaysia 28 The river which carries maximum
quantity of water into the sea is the Mississippi 29 The city which was once called the `Forbidden City' was Peking 30 The country called the Land of Rising Sun is Japan 31 Mount Everest was named after Sir George Everest 32 The volcano Vesuvius is located in Italy 33 The country known as the Sugar Bowl of the world is Cuba 34 The length of the
Suez Canal is 162.5 kilometers 35 The lowest point on earth is The coastal area of Dead sea 36 The Gurkhas are the original inhabitants of Nepal 37 The largest ocean of the world is the Pacific ocean 38 The largest bell in the world is the Tsar Kolkol at Kremlin, Moscow 39 The biggest stadium in the world is the Strahov Stadium, Prague 40 The
world's largest diamond producing country is South Africa 41 Australia was discovered by James Cook 42 The first Governor General of Pakistan is Mohammed Ali Jinnah 43 Dublin is situated at the mouth of river Liffey 44 The earlier name of New York city was New Amsterdam 45 The Eifel tower was built by Alexander Eiffel 46 The Red Cross was
founded by Jean Henri Durant 47 The country which has the greatest population density is Monaco 48 The national flower of Britain is Rose 49 Niagara Falls was discovered by Louis Hennepin NEXT PAGE Page -1
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